
Help Yourself And Our
Nation's Agriculture

New facts are needed about acres of farmland,
numbers of cattle, tons of fertilizer, bushels of corn,
and many other subjects. They are of vital importance to
decision makers—on farms, in industry and in govern-
ment.

The U.S. Bureau of the Census relies on your coop-
eration to take the 1978 Census of Agriculture. It will
provide new benchmark data showing the trends.of
America's farms and ranches.

Data for 1978 are requested as early in 1979 as pos-
sible. Your cooperation will improve the speed and
accuracy with which new totals are available for your
use and for the organizations that serve you.
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therfore better weight
control and better litter size
that this brings. “Improved
labor efficiency and overall
sow management, including
ease of flushing and vac-
cinating, are other by-
products offered by a high-
quality, well-designed
gestation stall such as the
new Agstar model,” said
Carter. The new GS-100 is
made so that the sow can be
loaded from the rear of the
stall and unloaded from the
front, for ease ofuse.

GESTATION
STALL

Star Agri Products has
introduced a new Agstar
Gestation Stall, according to
Floyd Carter, marketing
manager.

The new Gestation Stall,
Agstar Model GS-100, is
designed to help prevent
pregnant sows from fighting
and the tension that goes
with it. It also is designedto
provide better feed
regulation and there fore
better weight control and
better feed regulation and

Gestation stalls are
usually placedinrows. Thus,
each GS-100 stall comes with
one side assembly, and the
next stall forms the other
side.
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Lancaster Farming, Saturday, December 2.1971-

feeder comes with feed flow
adjustment. The FS-705
Feeder can also be used in a
variety of sow feeding
situations, according to
Carter. This same feeder is
now being used inthe Agstar
farrowing stall,Carter said.

The new Agstar Gestation
Stall accessories include an
availablebracket to mount a
nipplewaterer in thestall.

For more inforamtion.
contact Star Agri Products,
P.O. Box 115, Goshen, Ind.
46526.
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Available is a full line-of" Some cicadas live under-
stall acessories, including a ground for 17 years, then
new design sow feeder, the emerge for a few weeks of
Model FS-705. The new sunshine before dying.

Eartha Kitt says

“Volunteer for
the Mothers March
on Birth Defects*^call your local /TFV

Marchof Dimes*
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